TOKYO

Exceptional Quality. Expanding Possibility.

Come to Tokyo and discover a unique mixture of modern and traditional. An ever-evolving metropolis, Tokyo is home to a culture that exerts worldwide influence and offers an ideal global business center for numerous world-renowned companies.

INSPIRATION

Tokyo and its alliance cities, with their distinctive charms, offer opportunities for outstanding experiences. Our partnerships make your event a truly unforgettable occasion.

OKINAWA

Island paradise where unique traditions thrive in rich and rare culture.

Dazzling blue ocean and white beaches invite people to Okinawa. The vast necklace of tropical islands offers abundant nature and unique culture with the rare marvels of food, music, textiles and more. Encountering such a unique experience can only be found here, in Okinawa.
REASONS TO CHOOSE TOKYO×OKINAWA

Connecting Japan to the World
Tokyo connects Japan to approximately 130 cities worldwide, via Haneda and Narita international airports. Reliably run airlines and railway networks offer stress-free access to all parts of Japan from Tokyo.

City of Cultural Phenomena
Tokyo is a thriving metropolis with cultural phenomena in cutting-edge technology and pop culture. The city continues to evolve each day to leave a new and unique mark on every visit.

Diverse Accommodations and Banquet Services
Tokyo has a proven track record of offering high-quality hotels as well as small to massive convention facilities that fulfill every need. Large hotels are also available for diverse accommodations and banquet services.

The Shopping of Your Dreams
Flagship stores and commercial complexes line Tokyo streets with varied and unique retailers, both established and new, that offer a wide variety of affordable and luxurious items.

One trip, two unique cities
Our programs provide extensive opportunities for stimulating networking and bonding with other tour participants.

Superb Access
Enjoy convenient air travel not only with 38 flights departing Tokyo daily to Okinawa but also with direct international service from 11 major cities in Asia. Okinawa is fast becoming the gateway of East Asia to Japan.

Subtropical Paradise in Japan
Okinawa is Asia’s leading resort destination with a warm, comfortable climate all year-round and world-class pristine beaches. The enchanting nature of sparkling oceans under the brilliant blue sky invites you to experience the rich ambience of an exceptional place.

Unique Cultures
Okinawa, once the independent country of Ryukyu, had vital exchanges with Japan, China, and Southeast Asia in the performing arts, crafts, food, and more. Unique cultures, diverse history, and art now make Okinawa a treasure trove of opportunities to explore.

Original Activities
A variety of activities and events available in Okinawa’s special environment include theme-oriented parties, corporate CSR in a valued ecosystem, and team building. These will generate glowing impressions and strengthen the special bond among participants.

TOKYO’S SPECIAL OFFERS
- Gifts: Receive a special gift that evokes the spirit of Japan.
- Performances: Savor the thrill of sumo wrestling and enjoy events that are unique to Tokyo.
- Cultural Programs: Learn homemade sake techniques and experience Tokyo’s distinct culture.

Note: Special offers are available to international companies that arrange to receive local tours that meet certain conditions.

OKINAWA’S SPECIAL OFFERS
- Taste: Savor Okinawa’s original alcoholic creations available on request.
- Performances: Enter a unique cultural world of traditional performing arts (like okada) (above) and more.
- Warm Greetings: At Naha Airport, you’ll receive a warm welcome with corporate banners and people dressed in traditional Ryukyu clothing.

Note: Special offers are available to international companies that arrange to receive local tours that meet certain conditions.
TOKYO

The alluring synergy of modern and traditional awaits you in this exciting, and varied metropolis. The excitement is palpable to one and all, with opportunities for discovery on every visit.

Sightseeing

Tokyo is marvellous for both uniquely modern tourist spots and amazingly diverse commercial complexes. This metropolis is known worldwide for museums and art galleries continually holding notable exhibitions while flagship stores offer items of the latest trends.

Yet Tokyo also embodies the epitome of tradition in its temples and shrines in addition to glorious gardens throughout the seasons. Anyone can escape the hubbub of city life in Tokyo’s gardens, parks, and other tranquil sites.

Experiences

The attractions are superb for award ceremonies, themed dinners, and team building activities. Tokyo is famous for its many faces as a city of water, dance, and nearby mountains to hike.

Tokyo dining offers the best traditional Japanese cuisine and also food from around the globe. The ways to enjoy Tokyo are as varied as its amazing Michelin-starred restaurants and classes offering a chance to cook and savor the tastes of Japan.

Experiences

Sushi is not only culinary but cultural. Savor the exceptional taste of sushi you prepare yourself.

- Sushi-Making Experience
- Hiking Trails
- Wagyu Beef
- Team-Building Activities
- Danish-themed Entertainment
Unique Venues

Tokyo is the stage for every kind of event one could hope to see, and that are unique to the city. Memorable and unforgettable events are held by reserving events at symbolic Tokyo buildings such as shrines, temples, and buildings of cutting-edge architecture and art that are usually not accessible to the public but by special arrangement only. Tokyo consultants will assist you in tailoring plans to perfection. Each event is choreographed for success as only Tokyo can offer.

Hotels

No matter where you stay, Tokyo benefits from offering accommodating hotels with wonderful access to wherever you intend to go. The city boasts an astonishing 100,000 hotel rooms. The variations are endless, from skyscrapers at city center and hotels with outstanding access to trains as well as greenery to Japanese gardens for relaxed enjoyment. Tokyo is a splendid city to find the best and most comfortable accommodations perfectly suited to the purpose and size of any group.
OKINAWA

Summer seems to last forever! Here is a subtropical paradise of floral beauty, vast greenery, and sparkling ocean, a delightful harmony to share. Okinawa will get you out of your daily routine.

Sightseeing
Visit World Heritage sites, national parks, cultural and natural spots like limestone caves! Immerse yourself in past and present Okinawa, where multicultural joys of Japan, Asia, and America await your discovery.

Experiences
Hands-on experiences in bountiful nature, culture, and long-life Ryukyu cuisine expand your horizon and generate a vibrant power within. Delightful opportunities abound here.

Sightseeing
- Shikinaen
- Yonaguni Monument
- Peace Memorial Park
- Kaena Bay

Experiences
- Glass-making
- Sailboat Racing
- Karate
- Diving Experience
- Mangrove Trekking
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Unique Venues

A once-in-a-lifetime experience of perfect bliss is guaranteed in unique venues like World Heritage sites, an aquarium with thousands of fish, and limestone caves. All participants will be embraced by nature, and unique venues will ensure joyful surprises and excitement to make every event successful and unforgettable.

Hotels

Every hotel offers refreshing and relaxing stays with a remarkable selection of refined healing, superior facilities, attentive service, and genuine hospitality. A seemingly endless array of resort hotels along with immaculate beaches and a glittering ocean will meet many diverse needs.

Unique Venues

Nature, history, and performing arts will be blended into your event. Okinawa’s unique venues will offer an extraordinary atmosphere with spectacular hospitality for those looking for something different and special.

- Okinawa Churaumi Aquarium
- Old Traditional Okinawa Folk House
- Satsunai & Site
- Southeast Botanical Gardens
- Palau 50m

Hotels

Magnificent ocean views from hotels, rooms, will create a peaceful, tranquil experience. Not least importantly, friendly and thoughtful staff is always on hand to provide excellent service to all guests.

- The Ritz-Carlton, Okinawa
- HOSHINOYA Yaeyama Island
- Hilton Okinawa Chatan Resort
- Shigra Bayside Suite ALLAMANDA
- Sheraton Okinawa Sunmarina Resort
International Access

Superb Access from Many Asian Cities Several Direct Routes Serving Worldwide Destinations

Tokyo's two international airports, Haneda and Narita, connect various destinations with flights operated by the world's major airlines. Access to the world is improved dramatically, and direct flights continue to increase year by year. Naha Airport serves as a hub for the Okinawa area, with several direct flights to and from major cities in Taiwan, South Korea, and China.

Domestic Access

Hop to Southern Resort in Under 2.5 hours

Naha Airport is served daily by 38 flights from Tokyo, with a standard flight time of 2 hours and 30 minutes. Convenience is enhanced in recent years, thanks in part to an increase in the number of low-cost carrier flights. It is also a gateway to such Sakishima Islands as Miyako and Ishigaki. A minirelax offers convenient transportation between the airport and Naha City, center of Okinawa, and runs every 10 minutes from early morning to late at night. Travel time is a little over ten minutes to city center.

Tokyo ↔ Okinawa

Flight Information

Day 1

Tokyo

Arrive at Haneda/Narita Airport
Tokyo Panoramic View
Enjoy the panoramic view from various in-town skyscrapers.

Day 2

Tokyo

Teppan-yaki Dinner
 experiential teppan-yaki dinner at a traditional Japanese restaurant.

PM

Team Building

Day 3

Tokyo

Teppan-yaki Dinner

PM

Team Building

Day 4

Tokyo

Teppan-yaki Dinner

PM

Team Building

Day 5

Tokyo

Teppan-yaki Dinner

PM

Team Building

Day 6

Tokyo

Teppan-yaki Dinner

PM

Team Building

Day 7

Tokyo

Teppan-yaki Dinner

PM

Team Building

Travel Ideas

Day 1

Tokyo

Arrive at Haneda/Narita Airport
Tokyo Panoramic View
Enjoy the panoramic view from various in-town skyscrapers.

PM

Team Building

Day 2

Tokyo

Hama-rikyu Gardens & Senso-ji Temple (Asakusa)
Visit the urban oasis of Hama-rikyu Gardens and visit Senso-ji Temple by Sumida River boat cruise.

PM

Team Building

Day 3

Tokyo

Ueno Park

PM

Team Building

Day 4

Tokyo

Teppan-yaki Dinner

PM

Team Building

Day 5

Tokyo

Teppan-yaki Dinner

PM

Team Building

Day 6

Tokyo

Teppan-yaki Dinner

PM

Team Building

Day 7

Tokyo

Teppan-yaki Dinner

PM

Team Building